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CASTLEDARE MINIATURE RAILWAYS of WESTERN 
AUSTRAILIA (IncoRpoRATed)……..cMR. 
 
Castledare Miniature Railway 
P.O Box 337  
Bentley, WA 6982  
 
Patron: Dr. M. Lekias  
 
Contact listing for CMR Management Committee members. 
All information on this page ratified by Management Committee on 20

th
 March 2015 

 
President:  
John Palm 
Email: president@castledare.com.au 
 
Vice President:  
Mike Crean  
Email:  
  
Secretary:  
Les Smith – Ph: 9314 6382 Email: secretary@castledare.com.au 
ausrail@chariot.net.au 
 
Minute Secretary:  
Luke Prindiville – Mob: 0408 159 686 Email: lukeprindiville@iinet.net.au 

 
Treasurer:  
Roger Matthews – Mob: O407 381 527 
Email: treasurer@castledare.com.au 
 
Committee: 
Harrison Mills – Mob: 0438 476 356 Email: steamtrain118@gmail.com 
Tania Mackellar  - Mob: 0498 098 597 Email: maykae@live.com.au 
Eno Gruszecki - Mob: 0408 908 028 
Mike Crean - Mob: 0412 883 377 Email: mike.crean@y7mail.com 
Clive Woodward  woodward@omen.net.au 

Membership + Licenses: Sue Belcher 
 
Bookings: 
Ken Belcher - Ph: 9375 1223 Email: kjb495@tpg.com.au Bookings/Events Email: cmr1963@castledare.com.au 
 
Boiler Inspectors: Richard Stuart - Ph: 9295 2866, Keith Watson - Ph: 9354 2549 

       
Qualification Examiners:  Steam Locomotives – Keith Watson, Roger Matthews, Luke Prindiville, Clive 
Woodward 
Diesel Locomotives - Craig Belcher, John Watson, Vic Jones, Eno Gruszecki 
Guards & Safe working – Trish Stuart, John Watson, Vic Jones, Eno Gruszecki 
Signals – Mike Crean, Ric Edwards 

 
Track Master: John Palm 
 
Editor of Cinders and Soot:   
Temporary – Les Smith. 
No personal letters will be printed without committee approval 
 
First Aid Officers:  Keith Watson, Tania Watson 
 
. 
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This is the last issue of C & S before the AGM (18th March) and the ex Vice 
President and Acting President, John Palm, has indicated that he will not be 
nominating for the position of President.  John is to be thanked for taking up the 
slack and in a quiet way has worked up to speed. John has taken on as Track-
master and hopped into the work with gusto. Also thanks to wife Kathy for the 
food preparation from time to time! 
 
 
 

Roger’s Ramblings  
The Sun Gods shone on CMR for its Wednesday School runs with temperatures in the low 
30’ .These runs are now an important part of our calendar with an average of 500 
passengers for the four run days. Our passengers are mostly mums and kids but also 
grandparents and the odd dad or two. 
 
As with last year we attracted some Day Care groups which is very good and they are 
extremely well organised. We charge only for the children and their carers do all the work of 
managing and controlling the children, which just leaves we the members to do what we do 
best run trains. This year we were able to organise visits to the engine sheds at Niana for 
these groups.  
 
I believe we have now got our advertising right with our entry in the Parents Paper where we 
have a regular pictorial add and entry in its diary page. This also is on their FB page which is 
then picked up and shared on other parent / mothers type FB pages like Buggy Buddies with 
125,000 followers. We also have a payed add on Curtin fm.  
 
As Duty Officer for these runs I would like to thank all members who helped out especially 
our junior members who I always worry getting  bored as they are limited with what they can 
do on run days. 
 
The Sunday run in Jan was a nice steady day with 481 passengers.  
The Niana run in Jan was an ok day considering it being close to Xmas and New Year with 
an enjoyable day had by members. The canteen also had a reasonable day so lots of ice 
creams must have been sold. 
 
I think it is timely that once again members are reminded that our run days from Niana are 
very much harder to prepare for, especially the first three months of the New Year. This of 
course is due to the large amount of leaves, especially bark from the trees in and around the 
picnic ground. Compared to running from the Wilson Park station where all we do is rock up 
with a few trains and members set out some signals and wait for the public to arrive. 
 
 Niana is altogether very different with Toilets to be cleaned, Canteen to be stocked, and 
many ute loads of leaves and bark to be raked up and dumped. This task seems each year to 
be done by the same very few aging and decrepit members, which then allows other 
members to turn up the following day to play trains with those that were there the day before 
walking around with blisters and sore backs. I understand not everyone has the same 
amount of time to spare and maybe we need to just get in contractors to do the clean up for 
us. This would not be cheap with another option to not run from Niana on the first three 
Sundays in the year !  We have another nine months to give this some thought and 
constructive input would be appreciated to your new committee in March. 
 
The Club accounts have once again been audited with reports ready to be presented at the 
AGM. 
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I am also pleased to say that the assets register after many years has now been brought up 
to date which both pleased and impressed our Auditor Bob Hutt. This involved a considerable 
amount of work with I think some input from other members but our thanks must go for the 
bulk of this work to our Secretary Les Smith. Thanks also go to Bob Hutt for once again 
taking on the important task of auditing the club accounts for 2015 again. 
 
Members would be aware after many years of dedicated service Tania has relinquished the 
important task of ticket selling. After the call went out to members to be part of a ticket selling 
roster I am pleased to say there has been a good response from both our female and male 
members .However a few more names on the roster would be good. If you can add up and 
have a client friendly personality then you would be most suited. After all, if I can do it with my 
personality, then so can you. 
 
I would like to thank on behalf of all members Tania for the fantastic  job done both selling 
tickets and associated tasks. I should also point out that she is still very much involved with 
the canteen.  
Roger Matthews   
 

 
FROM THE SECRETARY      

 

…….thanks to Kathy Palm for the food preparation for the W.A. Machinery bar-b-q and to 
Sue Belcher for the cooking……well  done ladies! An item on this event follows. 
…….members will have noted a line of survey pegs that are a preliminary marking of a 
boundary between public space and that for the “developer” (Christian Bros). 
…….this boundary will swing up and around “our” toilet block (about to have a new roof) and 
continue up to Fern Rd. A foot-path / cycle-way is intended from By-water Way thru to the top 
of Fern Rd. 
…….By-water Way will come thru to end in a paved parking area adjacent to the present 
Church parking lot. Our present entry gate will remain. 
……Spring is here…..we have obtained sets of springs to suit large gondola bogie wagons 
that will provide some damping and maintain coupling hts to suit the yoke type buffers. A 
more detailed comment on this will appear soon in the Club House. Three spare wheel-sets 
have been ordered for the articulated wagon sets to replace others with badly worn journals. 
Attempts will be made to reclaim the worn axles, but with-out David Lyons…….????? 

 

An independent over-view  (this is the LAST response to a couple of articles 
published in previous editions) 
 
Writing as a DVR member of some 30 years standing, and also a visitor to CMR a couple of times, 
I find the recent comments about DVR flattering but also disturbing because in my opinion there 
is nothing to gain by attempting to make comparisons and by implication suggest that 
management decisions are questioned or that one club is somehow better than the other! 
 
In my opinion there is no sense in making comparisons as the circumstances of membership, 
committee decisions and patronage are all unique to each organization. There is no doubt that 
DVR has been driven by the need to running large numbers of trains and that in turn requires a 
practical solution to keeping the headway of trains and so has evolved a comprehensive signal 
system to make it all happen.   
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But it’s no different basically to any other club except that we have been forced to innovate, run 
big locomotives on double trains and plan to build more carriages to our own design to grow the 
carriage fleet. 
 
DVR members don’t go around looking to see who does what or why can’t we do better as they 
just accept and enjoy what we have, and get on with making the railway work to meet the rather 
enormous demand facing DVR as we are in a regional Park and in an area that is growing 
significantly in population year by year  The result is that we are suddenly finding that we are 
already carrying over 140,000 passengers per annum and we need to plan on accommodating 
upwards of 200,000 within 10 years.  But we also love a quiet day as well and during a 
particularly hot day patronage recently dropped off to less than 50 riders for the day!! 
 
I think it can be said that DVR members see CMR as a very special place with its 5 km of track 
and its own distinctive operating culture, innovative locos and operating through two stations,  
and wish we could have the same but at the end of the day we are all what we are, and each club 
evolves according to the nature of demand, and the objectives set by each management 
committee. 
 
There is nothing wrong with that and the strength of the hobby in Australia is its diversity, and 
we all learn by observing how different clubs tackle running their trains safely and deal 
successfully with people, members and public demand. 
 
So whilst there has been a lot of soul searching and comparative analysis between CMR and DVR, 
my suggestion is just forget it, just enjoy what you have and do, grow your railway to meet your 
sort of demand and what the membership wants and just continue to encourage diversity and 
innovation, as that is what it is all about. 
 
In closure, it needs to be said that we always enjoy meeting people from different clubs and 
visitors from CMR are always warmly looked after and given an opportunity to ride all the trains 
and inspect the signalling system and workshop projects we may be working on.  It is also 
valuable to just sit down with a visitor and have a yarn about what’s happening at Castledare and 
we will be putting on a special run day after Easter for those visiting the AALS Convention at 
Cobden and hopefully running the former massive Dobwalls Centennial diesel hydraulic. 
 
So CMR members, come along after Easter and pay us a visit and enjoy the friendship! 
 
Kind regards 
 
Robert Carlisle 
Melbourne 
 

 
IMPOTANT NOTICE  

Members would be aware that there is a new lathe in the workshop for all members with the 
necessary skills to use. Unfortunately in a very short space of time there have been both 
damage to the lathe itself and tooling. I’m not saying this is in any way deliberate as 
accidents happen but what is disappointing is that nothing has been said to my knowledge 
about it to a committee member. 
 Regarding tooling it was decided to have tooling with throw away bits as it is one thing to 
have some ability to use a lathe but tool sharpening can be a bit beyond some. As I have 
said  they are throw away tips, but if you are the member to use the last bit in the box then 
please either make a note on the white board  or just send me a txt msg 0407381527 so 
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replacements can be made. This has nothing to do with blame only so that fellow members 
have tooling to use the next time which just might be you.  
Also ss there is no coolant pump fitted then members need to realise that you can not take 
big heavy cuts at high speed which results in dark blue chips coming off the tooling. Reduce 
the speed and depth of cut and feed. I have heard complaints that the 3 jaw chuck runs out. 
The reality is that 3 jaw chucks never run true so if you want the job to run true use the 4 jaw 
chuck and the dial gauge for setting up that is provided.  
Roger CMR Treasurer. 
 
 

From a previous C & S. 
It was reported that recently the ARHS at Bassendean started their XA Class diesel (a 
commendable effort)……but how many people know of the “bad” history of these machines? 
The IRISH Railways sent an engineer to Midland to study some 400 major modifications for 
3months…..but……he went home shaking his head and his employer decided to re-engine 
with an EMD unit! Here is a brief comment from first-hand experience…… 
 

WAGR X-Class…..a very bad “dog” of a Locomotive 
It was a credit to the Bassendean “historical” persons to get an X Class running recently as 
cited in a previous Cinders & Soot. Some people like the sound or the valve-less 2-stroke 
engine that no doubt inspired an ex Midland apprentice to develop a small three cylinder car 
engine. How-ever, all other locomotives in the world using this engine died a very quick death or 
were re-engined. The X was an absolute disaster when introduced and may have run around 
the state into the 1980s but was still a “dog” and so taking an average on these two positions, 
they were a very bad dog. 
The dogged perseverance of the WAGR in the first 10years of their life got them to run 
200,000miles in about 3.5years and be capable of being driven back to Midland for an over-
haul. This contrasts with the little ALCO 830Classes on the Eyre Peninsula where they rack-up 
1million miles with-out a failure in 15years. (may-be the odd hot engine, which is only a 
casualty, and, late running as a result) The 830Class also operated on standard and broad 
gauges and worked in with 3000hp machines on the heaviest of trains, yet showed their turn for 
speed on the Indian Pacific with a 2000hp leader or as a triple by them-selves. We even 
despatched a “half” IP behind a single 830 one nite to Pt Augusta! 
It was only the shear high expense of steam locomotives in W.A. that saved the X Class. Steam 
was over-hauled at 3 to 4years at 80,000miles. The X Class virtually bankrupted the system and 
Midland workers built their first houses from the over-time. The 830Class on ng bogies had a 
slightly heavier axle-load than specified for the X but could have had 2 x traction motors 
removed, a little less steel in the underframe (they matched full sg strength)  a little less fuel and 
perhaps “tapered” axle loads. The X had very good Hoffmann bearings, good traction motors 
and an excellent traction generator……that is all.  They did not have a basic wheel-slip control 
system and happily ground their way into the rails at stopping points en-route to Kalgoorlie. 
The leading and trailing “apex” or DELTA trucks had to have the wheel-sets transposed on 
regular basis to even out flange-wear. They cost more in lube oil on the Australind than coal for 
the W Class they replaced! With the original muffler removed they picked up another 100hp and 
a clear exhaust and trials were run to transfer weight from the trucks to the driving axles by a 
ton each (we also had a failure en-route). Weight adjustment was a bugger of a job! Trying to 
re-bolt a roof hatch down in the sun on a Friday afternoon was even worse. 
Within two weeks of starting at Midland I was grinding out newly made cylinder liners and 
heads. Then 1012 from the roll-over and over at Bringo came through the shops. For 12months 
as I worked from pit to pit, there was 1012 and one can truthfully say that I helped rebuild a very 
battered and bruised X (the engine had broken free inside). Trying to re-pipe with their stainless 
steel and the fine threaded Ermito fittings was a night-mare. But, finally, off she went straight 
onto the WESTLAND. The WAGR planned very intensive link running of the X with a rolling plan 
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/ schedule for 12months where the units fresh from the workshops ran the “top” trains and 
gradually gravitated to the lonely wheat-belt. One could check to see what X you would possibly 
get in 12months time Norseman to Esperance. 
From what started as a small drawing job for a modified spring cap for the Acting Assistant 
Works Manager in 1962 ended with all 48 plus 10 spare sets of fuel injectors having their 
“nozzles” condemned. Most of these had to be made in England and air-freighted out. The end 
result was a much less smokey exhaust, less liner “washing” that destroyed the lubrication, no 
loss of nozzle tips, no split nozzles and no spring cap breakage all because nobody read the 
CAV Manual carefully. My relationship with the Diesel Shop foreman, suddenly, was not exactly 
good but the AAWM quietly told him to go back to his office and have his nervous breakdown 
there. 
How-ever, the so called “bumble bees” toddled on and Tom Donkin worked them and rumour 
has it that a CMR member drove one into a gate! One can-not forget the vibration as each end 
went plus or minus 30mm laterally at idle. (the V-8 engine did not have the customary contra-
rotating balance shafts in the sump) A former fellow apprentice almost made a fortune out of the 
basis of the engine design. The chant of 40 little ALCOs would have made a very different 
WAGR in lieu of the 48 “bad dogs”.  Submitted by an ex-apprentice who suffered a split thumb-
nail from refitting a roof-hatch! 

 
 
 
 

BAR-B-Q for West Aust Vintage Enthusiasts (and two new members) 
(Saturday 30th Jan 2016) 

Dear W. A. Vintage Enthusiasts  
Please find attached some photos taken at the get together of MPC members and friends at 
the Castledare Miniature Railway this past weekend. While the weather was far from 
promising throughout the day, we were blessed with a glorious evening. We all arrived in the 
rain, but by the time we ventured outside, after a tour of their workshops, the sun was out 
ready for us to enjoy several train rides. It was great to see the young members of CMR 
taking charge of the train driving; all appeared very competent in all aspects of their tasks.  
We had the BBQ under cover in their refreshment area, where we were treated to 
hamburgers and salad followed by sweets. As a finale to the visit, most of us went for a night 
run around the track. David Ashfold reminded me that it was 28 years since the MPC put on 
a display there, when CMR celebrated their 25th anniversary in 1988, by running a train for 24 
hours. I still have the badge attached to my Moffat Virtue, which I had on display at the time.  
I am sure the well-attended night was enjoyed by all, and we had the pleasure of members 
from the Hugh Manning Tractor Museum and the Bus Preservation Society of WA. sharing 
the night with us. Several brought along their children and grandchildren to take advantage of 
the social event. The Chappell clan were well represented, headed by Patriarch George, who 
had his Children, Grandchildren, and Great Grandchildren with him, well-done George. 
A vote of thanks must go to the CMR President John Palms and their Members for their 
hospitality in entertaining us, and a copy of this email will be forwarded to them. 
Photos by David Pether, Les Smith and Wendy Thomas. 
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Sorry Luke…..only one shot from the selection. You could have worn gloves in 
case it snowed. Great work! 

 
 

THE A TEAM STRIKES AGAIN! 
 
The recent “remediation” work carried out on the Canning “loops” and 
Fisherman’s Bend by our land-lords necessitated the removal of Squatter’s 
Bridge. The opportunity was taken to rejuvenate the structure and as our track-
work has been raised the bridge level also had to be raised to suit. To 
accomplish this, the existing fragmented abutments were “encapsulated” with 
reinforced concrete. The renowned A Team undertook this work on work 
Wednesdays and deposited some 140 barrow-loads of cement mixed on site. 
This was a herculean task by in the heat of summer by our aging workers. 
 
The result is stunning with an aesthetic appearance and the abutments will not 
crumble, or sink and not be cracked by gum tree roots again. Our younger 
members can check in 40 to 50years from now!  A very commendable effort 
with a saving of Club funds. The following photographs depict early work and 
the finishing touches. Thanks are extended to BOOM and John Palm for the 
crane work. 
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The photos (above) depict the forming and finished “shape” and size of the rejuvenated 
abutments with the finising touches being “formed” for the side safety trusses under 
supervision. This bridge does provide access across for the public and the City of Canning 
along with the ex Swan River Trust (now Rivers Planning etc) both recognize our defacto 
supplier of recreation path-ways etc. 

 
MESSAGE FROM THE EDITOR 

 
If you wish to submit an article for inclusion in Cinders and Soot, please note that the closing date is the 15

th
 of 

each month.  The format should be; Word, Arial font size 10, photographs less than 1MB (.jpg). 
 
Please send your contributions……… to be advised. 

 
************************************************

Sponsors of CMR 
 

         
Di Candilo (08) 9279 7244 

      

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

  

 
 
 
Applied Fire Technology (08) 9478 3362  

 

Rheem Australia (08) 9351 4293  
 
 
 
Dingo Australia (08) 9311 9811                                 Fireless Fire Services (08)            
 
 

   
 
 
 
 

 
 
  

 

 

 

 
 
 

 


